
Using Verbs
Choose the correct verb and write it in the space.

1. The dog                           the cat up a tree.  

2. The bird                        away.  

3. Kuba               a chocolate ice cream. 

4. I                              a movie.  

5. Jenny                   a book.  

6. The fish was                                         .

Now write your own sentence using the verb ‘ran’.

 

 

read

read

flew

chased

drove

wrote

listened

climbing

ate

ate

watched

swimming
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Answers
1. The dog chased the cat up a tree.   

2. The bird flew away.   

3. Kuba ate a chocolate ice cream.   

4. I watched a movie.   

5.  Jenny read a book.   

6.  The fish was swimming.  

7. Children’s responses will vary but need to include the word ‘ran’. For 
example: 
 
Tina ran to the park.
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Using Verbs

1. The dog                            the cat. 

2. Rana                 for the bus but she                                     it anyway. 

3. Kuba                       a chocolate ice cream. 

4. I                             a scary film and it made me                            ! 

5. The lift                          and a lot of people                      out on the fifth floor. 

6. Kareena                   her book and then                            her bike. 

7. It                      so much last night that the garden was                                 . 

8. It was very late by the time Jack                                   into bed. 

9. The bird                      high in the sky and soon                              from sight.

ate     chased    watched      stopped            got

         ran        read  rode  jump  rained climbed

    flooded    flew         missed         disappeared

Complete these sentences using these verbs.
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Answers
1. The dog chased the cat.

2. Rana ran for the bus but she missed it anyway.

3. Kuba ate a chocolate ice cream.

4. I watched a scary film and it made me jump!

5. The lift stopped and a lot of people got out on the fifth floor.

6. Kareena read her book and then rode her bike.

7. It rained so much last night that the garden was flooded.

8. It was very late by the time Jack climbed into bed.

9. The bird flew high in the sky and soon disappeared from sight.
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Using Verbs
These sentences have some words missing. Choose a suitable verb to complete 
the sentences.

1. The dog                           the cat and it                        up the tree. 

2. Rana                               for the bus but she                         it anyway. 

3. Kuba            a chocolate ice cream and his brother           a strawberry one. 

4.  I                        a scary film and it made me                            ! 

5. The lift                           and a lot of people                     out on the fifth floor. 

6. Kareena                   her book and then                            her bike. 

7.  It                        so much last night that the garden was                                . 

8.  It was very late by the time Jack                                 into bed. 

9.  The bird                            high in the sky and soon                         from sight.
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Answers

1. The dog chased the cat and it climbed up the tree.

2. Rana ran for the bus but she missed it anyway.

3. Kuba ate a chocolate ice cream and his brother had a strawberry one.

4. I watched a scary film and it made me jump!

5. The lift stopped and a lot of people walked out on the fifth floor.

6. Kareena read her book and then rode her bike.

7. It rained so much last night that the garden was flooded.

8. It was very late by the time Jack climbed into bed.

9. The bird soared high in the sky and soon disappeared from sight.

Answers will vary. Examples could include:
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